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First of all, you can’t pay bail because Sweden doesn’t have 
a bail system. This one might be tricky to understand (even 
for a very stable genius) but it means you can’t buy your 
way to freedom. 

What might be “a very good call” to the Prime Minister of 
Sweden will not make any difference at all. Our ministers 
can’t comment or make any statements about an individual 
case. So that will be a waste of time. Kind of like building 
a border wall. 

Unlike other places *cough cough* presidents can’t interfere 
with an ongoing investigation. While waiting you could grab  
a traditional Swedish “fika” and maybe a covfefe? Enjoy! 

1. NO BAIL, NO PROBLEM

2. DON’T CALL STEFAN 

3. NO MEDDLING, PLEASE 

DONALD TRUMP
0x

A$AP ROCKY
1x

VICTIM
1x

SWEDISH COURT
1x

 KANYE WEST
0x

STEFAN LÖFVÉN
0x

REGERINGSKANSLIET

In Sweden, everyone is equal before the law. So the 
government can’t and will not attempt to influence 
the legal proceeding. Even if you know words. And 
have the best words too. 

Sorry, but Sweden doesn’t care about you, your tweets or your  
attacks. In fact, only 10% of the Swedish population likes you*.  
But maybe that makes us one of those shithole countries? 

Last but not least, you did not influence the outcome of this case. A$AP 
Rocky was released but is still awaiting his verdict. You just have to wait 
until August 14. So all those MAGA-tweets claiming “came through again” 
— well, hate to break it to you, but it’s fake news. 

* www.sverigesradio.se/sida/artikel.aspx?programid=4916&artikel=6652344

4. EVERYONE’S EQUAL

5. SWEDES DON’T CARE

6. FAKE NEWS, FOLKS!

Föck off!
Very disappointed... We do 
so much for Sweden but it
doesn’t seem to work the
other way around... Treat 
Americans fairly! 

A$AP Rocky released from prison and on his 
way home to the United States from Sweden. 
It was a Rocky Week, get home ASAP A$AP!

Donald J. Trump

President Trump comes through again.... 
He’s always looking out for his fellow Americans. 
Best President ever!

MAGA-fan
MAKE AMERICA

GREAT AGAIN

Nope...


